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  Three Daughters, Three Journeys Jill Charles,Indrani
Mondal,Ranjita Chattopadhyay,Ananda
Chakrabarty,2017-05-18 Cancer threatens the lives of
people around the world. Women, in particular, are at risk
of certain cancers with a genetic cause. Certain mutations
in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes put mothers and
daughters at risk of breast and ovarian cancers. Unlike
many cancers that most commonly occur after age 60,
these inheritable cancers threaten women’s lives, health
and fertility even when they are young, before most would
even begin to go for annual mammogram screenings to
check for breast cancer. Three Daughters, Three Journeys
takes on the biggest health issue of our time from a global
perspective with three heroines fighting for their lives
against cancer. Marzena, a Polish oncology nurse, has
spent her life treating child patients with cancer. Then, she
confronts it in her own family and her own body. Kamola, a
rural Indian girl, knows she has symptoms of the same
disease that took her mother, but feels afraid to discuss it
with her father and brothers, knowing her family cannot
afford medical treatment. Kamola confides in Dr Rini
Mishra, a doctor testing a new treatment called Neelazin,
using a bacterial anticancer protein in food, to destroy
cancer cells. Selena, a wealthy woman of color in Chicago,
finds out about her genetic risks of breast and ovarian
cancer. She has a choice of preventative surgery that will
save her life but remove any chance of having children. As
she meets women who struggle to afford cancer treatment,
Selena dedicates her life to providing affordable homes and
counseling to families affected by the disease. Although the
drug Neelazin is fictional, the possibility of new cancer
treatments using bacterial anticancer proteins is being
researched now. A problem with the current chemotherapy
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for cancer treatment is the high toxicity of most of these
drugs, as these drugs can enter both normal and cancer
cells, though preferably cancer cells, causing the death of
normal cells as well that are important in maintaining
health. Another problem is that current chemotherapeutic
drugs mostly target a single or few key steps that are
important for cancer growth and proliferation and inhibit
the growth of cancer cells. The cancer cells respond by
quickly changing these single targets, thereby becoming
resistant to the drugs, as is reflected in stage IV cancer
patients. An alternative to chemotherapy would be to
exploit the bacterial evolutionary wisdom and use certain
proteins that can have preferential entry to cancer cells in
order to minimize normal cell toxicity and multiple targets
in cancer cells through protein–protein complex formation,
thus reducing resistance development in cancer cells. An
interesting advantage of protein drugs is to express them
as part of food, and some recent research seems to suggest
that oral consumption of such foods may allow the
therapeutic protein to reach the blood stream to target the
cancer. Women with the genetic risk factors could soon
have the choice of taking a pill or such anticancer protein-
expressing food to treat or prevent cancer, rather than
removing the healthy tissue of the breasts and ovaries.
Hopefully, they would not have to choose between fertility
and survival, as is the implied message in this book,
fictional as it is at this time.
  Johns Hopkins Patients' Guide to Breast Cancer
Lillie D. Shockney,2009-05-14 85% of women diagnosed
with breast cancer today will be survivors of this disease.
Your goal is to join that majority. The Johns Hopkins
Patient Guide to Breast Cancer is a concise a “how to”
guide that takes you through the journey of breast cancer
treatment. It guides you through the overwhelming maze of
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treatment options available, the complicated schedule
ahead, and the task of putting together your plan of action
so that you become a cancer survivor. Empower yourself
with accurate, understandable information that will allow
you participate in the decision making about your care and
treatment.
  Breast Cancer Basics and Beyond Delthia
Ricks,2005-08-16 For most women and their families, a
diagnosis of breast cancer is both devastating and
confusing. Questions about the disease -- its cause,
treatment, and prognosis -- can be overwhelming at such a
difficult time. By gathering together all the latest
information available on the subject, this book helps
women better understand their illness and enables them to
make knowledgeable choices about their care. Among
topics discussed are the pros and cons of different
treatments including surgery, chemotherapy, radiation,
and hormone therapy; breast reconstruction; recurrence
rates; building a support team; follow-up care; and life
after cancer. The book also explores current issues such as
emerging therapies and examines possible links with
obesity, ethnicity, and environmental factors. Top breast
cancer specialists and researchers offer comments and
testimony, and personal stories from breast cancer
survivors provide heartening reminders that the reader is
not alone. This is a serious breast cancer book for the
woman or professional who wants to know all of the latest
information from a reliable source.
  Breast Cancer Q & A Charyn Pfeuffer,2003 What
questions should I ask my doctor about my diagnosis? How
do I tell my children I have breast cancer? What types of
breast biopsies are there? Do I have a choice between
mastectomy and lumpectomy? Where can I find a breast
cancer support group? As a longtime volunteer at the
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Women's Cancer Resource Center, certified breast health
educator Charyn Pfeuffer has been on the front lines
providing clear, authoritative answers to patients and
caregivers for the one hundred most frequently asked
questions about everything from testing to treatment. Now,
in response to the urgent concerns of breast cancer
patients and their families, Pfeuffer draws on the expertise
of traditional and alternative health-care practitioners to
create this comprehensive, accessible survival manual. The
book also features the most up-to-date information on
medical terminology, support groups and resource centers,
cancer medication, and complementary and alternative
therapies. This is the book every woman will need, to make
informed decisions about her own treatment and recovery.
Book jacket.
  Detecting & Living with Breast Cancer For
Dummies Marshalee George,Kimlin Tam
Ashing,2017-08-28 Your trusted, no-nonsense guide to
detecting and managing breast cancer From the breast
health experts at the American Breast Cancer Foundation
comes a sensitive and authoritative guide to the most
common cancer in women: breast cancer. Covering
everything from prevention to dealing with a diagnosis to
coping with life after cancer, it serves as a trusted resource
for anyone whose life has been touched by this dreaded
disease. Advancements in breast cancer prevention,
detection, and treatment are being made every day, but it
can be overwhelming and confusing knowing where to turn
and who to trust. Detecting & Living with Breast Cancer
For Dummies distills the information into one easy-to-
follow guide, giving you quick, expert advice on everything
you'll face as you manage your breast health. From getting
to know your treatment options to talking to loved ones
about breast cancer—and everything in between—it does
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the legwork for you so you can take a deep breath and
focus on your health. Perform regular self-exams the right
way Cope with the many decisions that need to be made if
you're diagnosed Ask the right questions about surgery,
chemotherapy, radiation, and breast reconstruction
Decipher complicated pathology reports with confidence
Whether you're at risk for breast cancer or have been
diagnosed and want to know your options, Detecting &
Living with Breast Cancer For Dummies empowers you to
take your health into your own hands.
  Orange is the New Pink Marquita Bass,2019-09-10 Do
you think about your risk for getting breast cancer? If you
are a female with breasts or love someone with breasts,
this book is for you. According to the American Cancer
Society, 1 in 8 (12%) women will get breast cancer in her
lifetime. In 2019, it is estimated that 331,530 women will
be diagnosed with breast cancer in the United States, and
approximately 2 million women, worldwide. Breast cancer
is NOT one disease. Triple-Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC)
is an extremely aggressive form of breast cancer. A lot of
women survive TNBC, and research is ongoing. Triple-
Negative breast cancer patients should have FAITH and
HOPE for a positive outcome. TNBC showed up in my life
like a meteor from out of space. I am a seven-year survivor.
Orange is the New Pink: My Battle With Triple-Negative
Breast Cancer is a deeply personal story. I've combined
humor and solid academic research to share: - My journey
to survival which involved shock, sadness, fear, laughter,
grief, cancer treatment, sexuality, body image sadness,
rage, peace, love, forgiveness, risks, hope, triumph, God,
family, friends, neighbors, my ex-husband, and wonderful
medical professionals. - The need for targeted treatments
for early stage triple-negative disease. - The importance of
understanding and managing your individual breast cancer
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risk factors. - The importance of being your own advocate
whether it is for prevention or treatment of breast cancer.
  Breast Cancer Eugene A. DeFelice,2002
  Breast Cancer NOTES Trung Nguyen,2017-06-29 If
you’ve been diagnosed with breast cancer, know your
options. It could mean the difference between life and
death. What the mainstream media and your physician
have told you about breast cancer may not be the entire
truth. This book is a curated selection of news articles,
physicians’ advice, and research papers that illustrate
breast cancer from different perspectives. Chapters
include: Chapter 1: What to do if you’re diagnosed with
breast cancer Chapter 2: Diagnosis of breast cancer
Chapter 3: Introduction to breast cancer Chapter 4: The
causes of breast cancer Chapter 5: The food supply
Chapter 6: Environmental causes Chapter 7: Psychological
causes Chapter 8: Spiritual causes Chapter 9: The prime
cause of cancer Chapter 10: Prognosis of breast cancer
Chapter 11: Conventional breast cancer treatments
Chapter 12: Alternative breast cancer treatments Chapter
13: Personal stories
  100 Questions & Answers About Triple Negative
Breast Cancer Carey K. Anders,Nancy U Lin,2011-09-01
Approximately10-20% of breast cancer patients are
diagnosed with triple-negative breast cancer. 100
Questions & Answers About Triple Negative Breast Cancer
provides authoritative and practical answers to the most
common questions asked by patients and their loved ones.
This easy-to-read book is a comprehensive guide to the
basics of triple negative breast cancer, risk factors and
prevention, diagnosis, treatment, survivorship, and life
after diagnosis. Written by renowned medical experts on
the topic, 100 Questions & Answers About Triple Negative
Breast Cancer is an invaluable resource for anyone coping
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with the physical and emotional turmoil of this challenging
type of breast cancer.
  Breast Cancer Answers Bruce A. Feinberg,2005
Written by a world with over twenty years of caring for
cancer patients, Breast Cancer Answers provides you with
the fundamental information you need to make the best
decisions about your care. Dr. Feinberg explains what
breat cancer is, who gets it, who treats it, and the best
treatment options.
  Navigating Breast Cancer Shockney,2010-03-05 In this
newly updated and revised edition of Navigating Breast
Cancer: A Guide for the Newly Diagnosed, Second Edition,
author Lillie Shockney empowers breast cancer patients
and their families by providing authoritative, easy-to-follow
information about each step of treatment, helping women
to make informed decisions about their care. Armed with
this invaluable book, breast cancer patients will be well
prepared for each phase of therapy, and perhaps most
importantly, will learn how to continue to work and live life
while receiving treatment. This outstanding resource
provides breast cancer patients with the essential tools
they need to cope with symptoms and to navigate the maze
of modern treatment options.
  The Breast Cancer Survival Manual, Fifth Edition John
Link, M.D.,2012-08-07 The updated edition of the essential
resource for the 250,000 women diagnosed with breast
cancer each year Breast cancer is the leading cause of
death in women from thirty-five to fifty-four years of age,
and few things are as terrifying and confusing as a
diagnosis of this disease. The fifth edition of The Breast
Cancer Survival Manual is a concise, information-packed
guide that is newly revised to contain all of the latest
findings to help the woman facing treatment feel informed
and empowered. John Link, M.D., a pioneer developer of
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Breastlink Medical Group in Southern California includes
the most current medical advice on • Tamoxifen,
Herceptin, and other chemotherapy options • The growing
importance of HER2 oncogene testing • Clinical research
trials under way that could broaden treatment options •
The role of preventive drugs and prophylactic mastectomy
for those with high genetic risk • Sentinel lymph node
sampling, a method of local control soon to become
standard Of course, all of the basic information included in
the previous editions—the nature and biology of breast
cancer, choosing a treatment team, managing side effects,
and optimizing medication—are here as well, making this
the best book of its kind on the market.
  100 Questions & Answers About Metastatic Breast
Cancer Lillie D. Shockney,2021-03-15 100 Questions &
Answers About Metastatic Breast Cancer offers essential
and practical guidance. This unique book provides both
doctor and patient perspectives and offers answers to the
most asked questions by patients and their loved ones.
What is metastatic breast cancer? How will my oncologist
decide how to treat my metastatic breast cancer? How is
radiation used for treatment or control of metastatic breast
cancer? Along with the answers to these and other
questions, this book provides information on diagnosis,
treatment, living with metastatic breast cancer, alternative
medicine, targeted therapy, coping strategies, and more.
Authored by Lillie Shockney, the foremost trusted expert
on the topic, 100 Questions & Answers About Metastatic
Breast Cancer is an invaluable resource for anyone coping
with the physical and emotional uncertainty of this disease.
  You Did What? Saying 'No' To Conventional Cancer
Treatment Hollie Quinn,Patrick Quinn,2010-05 This is a
story about a young woman with a very common but deadly
illness who did a very uncommon thing when faced with
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that disease. She disagreed with her doctors, rejected their
treatment advice, and chose her own path to getting well
again. She did this in the face of paralyzing fears of dying
and leaving behind a motherless daughter. She did this in
the face of the daunting task of researching and choosing a
better treatment. She did this in the face of the intense
pressures of social conformity telling her to listen to her
doctors. What she did was extraordinarily brave and
forward-thinking. In effect, she forged a better path
through a thicket of fear, complexity, and pressure. She
forged this path with the help of her husband, working as a
team and exhibiting unyielding togetherness. This book
chronicles the journey they took together, back to health.
  Her-2 Robert Bazell,Amy Bernstein,1998 The dramatic
account of a remarkable new breast cancer drug, from its
creation to the moving tales of women whose lives it is
saving. The chief correspondent of NBC News, Robert
Bazell presents the riveting account of how this drug
moved from the lab to the bedside.
  Just Get Me Through This! - Revised and Updated
Deborah A. Cohen,Robert M. Gelfand, M.D.,2012-07-25 You
Can Get Through This Your doctor told you it was breast
cancer. So now what?! You'll need plenty of essential
advice—the kind that only comes from someone who's been
there. In Just Get Me Through This! Deborah A. Cohen and
Robert M. Gelfand, M.D. help you deal with all the ups and
downs of the breast cancer experience. From the shock of
diagnosis to getting through treatment to getting on with
your life, they pack it with plenty of straight talk and
practical tips. This newly updated edition also includes
advice from two prominent breast cancer surgeons.
Discover: The latest data on hormonal treatments How
cornstarch can help you breeze through radiation Why a
calendar can help you get through chemotherapy
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Information on the latest drugs used as part of
chemotherapy How to ease back into an intimate
relationship Who might be your best ally when you're
feeling blue The surefire way to beat insurance and
workplace hassles What medical professionals say about
everything from surgery to soy Each step of the way, this
wise and witty companion will be there with unfailing
inspiration and heart-to-heart support. It's also simple to
use, with an accessible format—to make even the toughest
days a whole lot easier. A Harvard Business School and
Smith College graduate, marketing executive Deborah A.
Cohen was, like so many others, going about her life as a
young and healthy woman when she was unexpectedly
struck with a diagnosis of breast cancer. As a result of her
illness, the Wisconsin native became active in several
breast cancer advocacy efforts, including Climb Against the
Odds, a Cancer Coalition's Leadership Education and
Advocacy Development Program, and Peer Review
Committees for the American Cancer Society's research
programs. The research and writing of Just Get Me
Through This! was a natural next step for Cohen in her
commitment to helping others cope with and battle this
disease. Robert M. Gelfand, M.D., is an oncologist with a
private practice in New York City. He is a Clinical Assistant
Professor of Medicine at the Weill-Cornell Medical Center
and at New York Presbyterian Hospital, where he also
teaches. He received his undergraduate degree from the
University of Pennsylvania and his medical degree from the
State University of New York at Brooklyn. He completed
his residency in internal medicine at Mount Sinai Hospital
and a fellowship in hematology and oncology at The New
York Hospital-Cornell University Medical Center. Dr.
Gelfand is married and has three daughters. Faith A.
Menken, M.D., is a surgeon practicing at New York-
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Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center in New York
City. She went to medical school at Cornell University
Medical College and did her internship at Mount Sinai
Hospital and her residency at the New York Weill-Cornell
Medical Center. She lives in New York City. Eugene J.
Nowak, M.D., is a surgeon practicing at New York-
Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Medical Center in New York
City. He went to medical school UMDNJ/New Jersey
Medical School and did his internship and residency at the
New York Weill-Cornell Medical Center. He lives in New
York City.
  Breast Cancer Treatment... the Decisions are
YOURS Jean MacPherson Duffy,2003-05-23 Breast cancer.
Many women survive to tell their stories of facing the c
word head on and coming out strong and alive. But what is
it like to choose your own path through the medical
treatment process? What is it like to defy conventional
treatment, question everything, and come through it with
the knowledge and confidence that you have not only
survived the cancer, but the process itself? Jean
Macpherson Duffy is a registered nurse, mother of five,
and retired state legislator. Her story responds point-by-
point to anyone's fears about what *really* happens when
you take the reins of your own life, and your own
treatment. As Alice Ring, M.D, M.P.H. says, With clarity,
humor, and passion Jean Duffy has given a precious gift to
all her readers, both men and women.A must read for not
only anyone with breast cancer, but anyone who has
experienced the medical community as impersonal,
unbending and even, at times, demeaning. An enlightening
road map for treatment survival. Meet Jean's doctors,
family and friends in Breast Cancer Treatment--. the
decisions are YOURS. Take the journey with her, and gain
the courage to impact your own healthcare.
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  Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Cancer Series:
Breast Cancer - E-Book Lisa Jacobs,Christina
Finlayson,2010-07-15 Each volume in the Early Detection
and Treatment of Cancer Series is packed with practical,
authoritative information designed to cover the full range
of diagnostic procedures, including pathologic, radiologic,
bronchoscopic, and surgical aspects. You’ll be able to
determine the safest, shortest, least invasive way to reach
an accurate diagnosis; stage the disease; and choose the
best initial treatment for early stages. Based on current
evidence in the literature, authors provide clinical, hands-
on tools to help you make informed decisions on precisely
what tests and imaging studies are needed to diagnose and
stage each type of cancer. Practical, authoritative, and
highly-illustrated, this volume in the brand new Early
Detection and Treatment of Cancer series covers current
protocols and the latest advances in diagnostic imaging
and molecular and serologic markers for breast cancer.
Apply expert advice on the best “next-step plan for
different presentations and tips for less invasive protocols.
Get clinical, hands-on tools to help you make informed
decisions on precisely what tests and imaging studies are
needed for accurate diagnosis and staging. Clear figures,
tables, and boxes illustrate step-by-step care of the full
range of problems encountered. The small size and
convenient format make this an ideal purchase for
diagnostic reference. Outlines the steps after diagnosis to
guide you through formulating a treatment or patient care
plan. Emphasizes important points—such as the promising
new breast cancer vaccine, sentinel node biopsy, and
hormone receptor tests—with “key points boxes at the
beginning of each chapter and pedagogic features
throughout. Summarizes the process of accurately
diagnosing and staging cancer in a logical, almost
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algorithmic, approach for easy reference. Discusses the
treatment of early-stage disease so you have clear options
for care. Complements the procedures outlined in the text
with full-color photographs and line drawings to reinforce
your understanding of the material.
  The Breast Cancer Survival Manual, Sixth Edition
John Link, M.D.,James Waisman, M.D.,Nancy Link,
R.N.,Shlomit Ein-Gal,2017-11-07 This manual provides
essential updates on treatment and care, enhancing the
basic information that has made this the most trusted
guide for women diagnosed with breast cancer for the past
two decades.
  Say No to Radiation and Conventional Chemo Diana
Warren,2014-08-15 Internationally acclaimed integrative
medical oncologist James W. Forsythe, M.D., H.M.D., has
praised Diana Warren for courage and tenacity in her
arduous battle against Stage II breast cancer. Doctor
Forsythe insists that “Diana deserves kudos from people
around the world, for refusing to subject her body to
unnecessary standard chemo and radiation that
unscrupulous allopathic oncologists kept trying to require
her to endure.” Featured in many hot-selling books written
by others including media personality Suzanne Somers,
and also the author of many successful books himself,
Doctor Forsythe has hailed Diana for her dogged
determination amid a non-stop quest to find effective
natural, non-toxic treatments as her health deteriorated,
while also hunting for an experienced doctor licensed to
avoid high-dose poisonous options. “I strongly recommend
that everyone who suffers from cancer read Diana’s
compelling tale,” Doctor Forsythe said. “Today, Diana is
playing a formidable role in helping to lead the way as a
true champion in a quest to inform the public of the urgent
need to avoid toxic treatments when feasible in certain
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circumstances, and how to find acceptable natural
remedies—plus the importance of avoiding ‘standard-of-
care’ chemo and radiation when under the care and
guidance of a qualified, licensed medical professional.”
After reading many hundreds of books on cancer, Doctor
Forsythe hails Diana’s publication as being “by far among
the best from the viewpoint of a person who never
attended medical school. Readers undoubtedly will benefit
when learning of the exceptional example Diana has set for
us all.”
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